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Is Marxist
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Edi tor i a l

H

appy new year, sexy
Toikesters.
Thank you
to all of you who came out to
make Godiva Week awesome,
and here’s to a deplorable new
semester.

If you’re anything like me,
you spent the holiday passed
out in an empty bathtub with
a fistful of scotch. So, we’ve
dedicated a whole issue to
getting your sexy right for 2015.
This too-hot-for-TV edition is
full to bursting with sensual
advice, hot news items, and
suggestive material not suited
for minors.
We’ve
skirted
EngSoc
bylaws and national labour
laws, again, to bring you this
level of debauchery, so we hope
you enjoy it!
Before I leave you to rest of
this issue though, I would like
to take a moment to note the
losses felt by members of the
Toike in the last few weeks.
A man named Laurent
Noonan gave a lot to the Toike

The University of Toronto’s Humour Newspaper Since 1911
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Oike when he attended this
university, and he continued
to do so after graduating and
founding the Beaverton. He was
a kind person whose passion
and responsibility in the field
of satire were remarkable, to
say the least. Sadly, just one
week after his untimely passing
we began to mourn the loss of
the staff of Charlie Hedbo and
numerous others in France.
These events don’t require
my commentary, but I think
it is in the spirit of satire that
we take something from them.
This month, I’d like to leave
you with something written by
Jerry Holkins which has been
on my mind for the last few
days, without which I might
have given up writing a long
time ago.
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Editor-in-Chief
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more than a gauze draped
over your own pulsing terror.
Every creative act is open war
against The Way It Is. What
you are saying when you make
something is that the universe
is not sufficient, and what it
really needs is more you. And
it does, actually; it does. Go
look outside. You can’t tell me
that we are done making the
world.“

“You have to get back on
the horse. Somehow, and I
don’t know how this kind of
thing starts, we have started
to
lionize
horseback-notgetting-on: these casual, a
priori assertions of inevitable
failure, which is nothing

Happy new year,
Colin Parker
Editor-in-Chief
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor,

Dear Editor,

*

Long time reader, first
time writer. I followed
your moisturizing advice
in the last issue, but
I’m having a lot of
trouble getting hummus
out of some of my more...
private areas. Do you
have any tips?

I don’t know who this
email will get to, but
I need help. Someone
is trying to kill me.
Please, send the police
to the Brampton community
centre. I don’t know how
long I have until they
find me.

Dear Editor,

-Mack

-Simon

Dear Mack,

Dear Simon,

Please help! How do I get
rid of all these guys?

Believe it or not, this happens all the
time. Just head down to your nearest
grocery store and pick up some
flatbread; even invite some friends
over for a party dip!
Colin

Man, these email scams get more
and more elaborate. Listen, buddy,
I don’t want to buy any more waffle
irons, and I’m not falling for any
more Swiss bank account scams.
I’m investing my money under my
mattress from now on.

*

Colin

Your relationship advice
has been too useful,
and now I’m literally
swimming in guys. This is
the most disgusting thing
I’ve ever been subjected
to.

-J.
Dear J,

COLOPHON

The Toike Oike is randomly generated every month using the world’s
most advanced supercomputer. After processing the latest tabloids
and four fingers of malt whiskey, it composes empirically funny and
impartial satire at 30 Gigglebytes per second. The Toike Oike staff then
painstakingly pens every issue under its cold and unyielding gaze.

Send your own letters to the editor! Email toike@skule.ca with the subject “Dear Editor”.

Free 1 Month Subscription
to the Toike Oike!
Redeem this coupon at participating Toike Oike Redemption Centres,
grocery stores, newsstands, subway stations, bus stops, alleyway brawls,
world’s largest malls, paramedics on call, earlobe doctors, cerebral
neurocortices, pentagrams, newsies, Newfies, radio towers, suspiciouslooking ferns, recycling bins, Russias, alibis, or temples to Chthonic gods.

Advertisements boast “land of the 25%-off”
Vonnegut

Toike Oike Americorrespondent

T

he Eaton center has
announced that a popular
clothing store will be
opening its doors to the Canadian
public for the first time this
month.
‘Murican Eagle is known in
the United States for its wide,
patriotic selection of off-brand
fashion. The shop promises to
bring “a little taste of the states” to
the Canadian consumers, which
it claims is “totally a different
culture“. Customers can expect
a rich atmosphere of freedom,
economic tumult and racial
tension.
Despite the franchise’s move
from the mid-western United
States, ‘Murican Eagle will offer
a considerable winter line-up,
including confederate flag wool
blankets, fluffy wife beaters, and
XXXL snuggies. It also boasts
personal scooters in place of
shopping carts, in order to better
serve its customers and their
asses.
“We’re all about comfort,“ said
the manager of the new location,
“and if my rear isn’t happy, I’m
not happy.”
The Eaton center reportedly
struggled to adopt this American
franchise due to clashes in food

‘Murican Eagle’s advertisements were well-received in theatres, and are expected to come out on DVD by the end of Febrary.

court contract agreements. The
mall has already promised the
food establishments complete
monopoly, but ‘Murican Eagle
would not comply without its
built-in KFC.
“Customers should be able
to indulge in herbs and spices
whenever they please,” said Eagle
CEO Gus Murray. “It’s core to our
mission statement.“
After months of negotiation,
the store location was moved to

the food court, which both sides
find to be a natural solution.
The ‘Murican Eagle franchise
has recently declared a “war on
high prices”, which they expect to
inject funds into their economy.
Employees of the store now
regularly plunder neighboring
shops, sometimes even going to
the opposite end of their malls
in the name of thrift and the
customer’s best interest.
Critics have expressed concern

over the series of shootings that
have occured in Eagle locations
nationwide, but the company
encourages people to come to
the “Ruler of the Free Malls”
and browse without worry. Each
purchase comes with a travel-size
firearm, which is available in a
variety of colours and styles.
Of course, any injuries
sustained in the store are still
covered by Canadian healthcare.

New Taco Bell ‘Quasar-ito’ Unveiled
Gravity well devastates west coast
Olly Swell

WHAT HO?

Toikes are publications, usually periodical publications, that are printed
or published electronically. (The online versions are called online
Toikes.) They are generally published on a regular schedule and contain
a variety of content. They are generally financed by advertising, by a
drug mule, by high-velocity extortion, or a combination of the three.

Have you tried transferring out of
engineering?
Colin

‘Murican Eagle Coming to Eaton Centre

DISCLAIMER
The radical, ultra sexy opinions expressed in this newspaper reflect
those of the Engineering Society and the University of Toronto. In
fact, they even reflect the opinions of the writers and the engineering
community in general. NOT! If you happen to find any of the material
within these pages offensive, do not try to sue us, as we have a crack
team of racially diverse lawyers ready to bring tha pain and give out
mix tapes. Sucka MC’s ain’t shit.

The Toike Oike is a member of Canadian University Press

Toike Oike Gastronomist

T

aco Bell’s latest menu
item has stirred some
controversy south of the
border. While some customers
are calling the “Quasar-ito” a
delicious addition to the fast-food
restaurant’s value menu, millions
of others have been killed or
driven from their homes by its
unprecidented size and tanginess.
Despite
outcries
from
nutritional, scientific, and military
groups across the planet, Taco
Bell deployed the first Quasarito in a small town in the state
formerly known as California.
Survivors have been evacuated
from the spicy blast radius, but
relief zones throughout the midwest are in dire need of provisions
and toiletries.
Initial projections of the
controversial
menu
item
appeared on Taco Bell’s Twitter
feed early this week, inciting a
heated online response. Scientific
authorities were concerned by the
radiological and topographical
surveys of the product’s surface
included in the report, as well
as its purported 700 kilometer
diameter.

“The Quasar-ito has been in
the works for over a decade,” said
Taco Bell representative Mort
Dimsey, “but only recently have
technology and the intestinal
fortitude of the average consumer
caught up to our ambitions.”
Taco Bell seemed eager to

capitalize on the mixed reception
of the Quasar-ito. Facebook
followers may now enter to
win a 1/1000000 scale model
of the California Quasar-ito by
submitting a picture of their relief
housing by January 26.
The second Quasar-ito is

expected to drop within the next
three weeks. If you notice the
scent of day-old lettuce or stale
taco shell, the FDA recommends
sitting down, making peace with
your loved ones, and praying for
the savoury release of death.
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Snitches Get Bitches
Police inducing public cooperation by rewarding informants with prostitutes
Dinobot

Toike Oike Kvetches Expert

New
Study
Finds
Average Toike Oike
Writer Fluent In 0.37
Languages

V

iolent homicides, breakins, and gang related
crimes in low-income
neighbourhoods
often
go
unreported even by the victims due
to the popular anti-cooperation
catchphrase,
“Snitches
get
stitches,” but one Toronto Police
division is looking to fight fire
with fire with the equally catchy
“Snitches get bitches”.
“One hundred percent of the
reason ‘Snitches get stitches’ is
so effective is because it rhymes,”
explained Division 26 coordinator
David Kowalski. “Something
like ‘Don’t talk to the cops we’ll
hurt you’ or ‘Providing details
for police investigations only
endangers yourself’ would never
have caught on.”
The program began 3 weeks
ago, and while rewarding both
male and female informants
with prostitutes and sexual
favors initially raised many
moral criticisms, they quickly
evaporated once the boost in
police cooperation increased
the solve and arrest rate by a
whopping 300%.
“Before this program, we had
people walking down the street
casually firing their guns in the
air, knife fights in the middle of
intersections – one guy was even
playing a concert and got mugged
on stage. Of the nearly 500
witness interviews we conducted
last month alone, mostly with
attendees of that concert, not

Last year’s drug addict recovery program “twitches get riches“ was not as successful as current efforts.

one of them claimed to have seen
anything.”
Police are now overwhelmed
with the number of tips and
witnesses volunteering their time,
and have so far made hundreds
of arrests and convictions for
crimes stretching back up to
4 years. Police actually had to
add a clause to the program last
week to prevent people from
reporting themselves for rewards,
as loitering and littering briefly
spiked.
In response to this effective
program, local gangs have

U of T to Burn
International Fees
Harry T. Stickle

Toike Oike Not-Bitter Correspondent

A

s another semester begins,
international students are
once again faced with the
bleak reality of their investment
in education.
Students have long wondered
why they have to pay three times
the tuition of their classmates, and
apparently the administration
did not know either. Beginning
in February, the largely unused
piles of cash will be burned in the
Steam Plant next to the Bahen
Centre to heat campus buildings
throughout the year.
A representative from the
faculty met with us to explain the
situation.
“We had been using the extra
cash for all kinds of important
things – stuffing mattresses,
replacing asbestos, propping up
desks – but the fact of the matter
is that there’s just too much of it.
We have to get rid of it somehow.”
Though student fees did have

News
Briefs

to increase to pay for repair to
the dilapitated plant, it has since
become a profitable enterprise.
The University now offers unpaid
interships to literally shovel
money into the furnaces.
“This revolutionary thought
process is much more efficient
than our old system,” said the
representative. “We used to wring
money out of internationals to
pay for natural gas, but this cuts
out the middleman and increases
efficiency by almost negative
300%. I can only hope that other
schools in North America will
follow our lead, as usual.”
The faculty has also announced
plans to build a memorial wall for
the financial dreams of countless
parents of international students.
Rumour has it that the
faculty’s next energy intiative
will be harnessing the power of
graduate student tears to power
campus hydro. This one, say
students, is something they can
get behind.

returned fire with the counterphrase “bitches get stitches”,
threatening
all
prostitutes
working with the police. Police
shot back with a “bitches get
riches” slogan, offering hefty
rewards and protective identities
to all cooperative escorts from the
recent boost in funding from asset
seizures. Gangs responded with
“riches get ditches” encouraging
gangs to bury their assets to
avoid police seizure, to which
police countered with “ditches get
snitches” offering rewards to all
citizens with tips on buried gang

assets.
“Bitches get pitches” has
recently been introduced by
gangs, offering free baseball
lessons to all prostitutes in an
effort to convince them to quit
the profession and stop helping
the police. However, the police’s
new “pitches get switches”
initiative has completely flooded
the amateur baseball scene with
switch hitters, frustrating new
pitchers into quitting.
More on this story as it
develops.

BREAKING:

Malaysian Airlines
Plane Hijacked by
Ebola-Infected ISIS
Terrorists Carrying
Nude Celebrity
Photos Shot Down by
Ukranian Rebels Over
North Korea Inciting
Heavy-Handed Police
Response
Dinobot

Toike Oike Scandologist

M

ore on this story as it
develops.

According to a recent in-house
survey, the average contributor to
the Toike Oike can fully read, write
and comprehend approximately
0.37 languages.
The survey,
which specifically noted the writer
of this news brief as “definitely
included in the results”, has come
as somewhat of a surprise to Toike
staff.
“I speak four languages
fluently,” said Toike senior staff
writer, before shooting a knowing
glance toward the rest of the staff.
“How is a number that low even
possible?”
At time of writing, this author
things the survayors were full of
shit. Toike writers can definitely
spell things fine.
I mean, maybe they counted
the animals we keep in EngCom
sometimes? Even the cows
probably speak a language. Cow
language, at least.
It’s really not cool for the
surveyors to be so intolorant of
animals. We shouldn’t listen to
what they have to say, because
Toike writers can definitely do
good writing.

Local Friendship
Ruined by Flaccid
Fistbump
Catastrophe
struck
last
Tuesday for local best friends
Omar McGroarty and Johnny
Parker following an exceptionally
witty comment by Omar. The two
decided to celebrate the comment
with a fistbump; however,
when their fists connected, the
miniscule force caused Johnny’s
wrist to collapse.
Shortly after the moment
of impact, the two spent an
uncomfortable period of time
avoiding direct eye contact.
“Yeah, we used to get along
real well,” said McGroarty in an
exclusive interview, “but after
that fistbump... man, I couldn’t do
it anymore. It’s just too awkward
to deal with.”
The incident has taken its
toll on the University of Toronto
community, with at least a dozen
people confused by the former
friends’
behaviour.
Further,
tutorial seating arrangements
have been slightly upset in the
wake of the flopped fistbump.
Parker has since taken medical
leave until his condition improves.
Experts
are
skeptical
that McGroarty and Parker’s
friendship can ever recover, and
recommend that everyone else
take this as an opportunity to
switch to handshakes, hugs, or
good old-fashioned nuzzling.

Sex Ed Added to Engineering Curriculum
Faculty cites need for more theoretical learning
Mike Literus

Toike Oike Sexpert

T

he Faculty of Applied
Science and Engineering
will be adding sexual
education courses to the first year
curriculum in all undergraduate
programs this coming year.
First year curriculum officials
say the change should provide
engineering students with a firm

theoretical grounding in the
subject.
“The subject matter may
not be directly relevant to the
undergraduates, but it may apply
after graduation. As long as they
aren’t in research. Or the software
sector, I guess. I mean, okay, it’s
not going to make a difference in
most industry jobs.”
There is some suggestion
that the new subject matter is

geared more toward students
who transfer out of the faculty,
to prevent them from being at a
disadvantage in different areas
of study. Others speculate that
the aim is to reduce the size of
the engineering class by giving
them some idea of what they are
missing.
Originally, the faculty had
intended to add sex ed material
to the first year Engineering

Strategies and Practice course, as
this might increase attendance at
lectures. Instead, the course will be
its own, with two hours of lecture
per week. For engineering science
students, there will be a second
year course which combines sex
ed with vector calculus, in order
to provide additional theory
enrichment. There will be no lab
component in either course.

Publishers Launch Ships to Combat Textbook
Piracy
Kanye Lingis

Toike Oike Torrent-Tracker

U

niversity students have
been fighting against the
rising prices of textbooks
for decades. From the “library
method”, to Scott Markus’s Share
Algorithm (developed during a
particularly boring chemistry
lecture), students have developed
a wide array of surreptitious
means to evade textbook ripoffs.
With the emergence of
online piracy, the publishers at
Mustard House have developed
a revolutionary countermeasure
to ensure that students double
their tuition with textbook and
chiropractic care.

Three ships, all sailboats,
aim to travel to a shore in the
Caribbean, where the publishers
claim the textbook pirates are
located.
“We’ve been working on this
scheme for a few years now,“ said
representative Owen Wa. “Now,
we’re finally ready to open our
sails and set a course toward the
Pirate Bay.“
While this has been well
received by a side-split student
community, administrators of the
University of Toronto have been
critical of this approach.
“This kind of Hollywoodglorified piracy simply doesn’t
exist,” said Vice Dean of
Incidental Fees Joseph Price. “If

publishers want to stop textbook
piracy, they need to take a more
student-centred approach.“
Price explained that the
University talks to students
regularly about their concerns
with textbook prices, and has
developed a number of strategies
for resolving the situation.
“The best way to respond to
students is by being proactive.
I
always
recommend
that
publishers release a new edition
of textbooks every year, at least.
You never know when people
are going to learn new ways to
integrate functions.“
“We try to do our part too,“
said one calculus professor. “I
only assign homework from the

newest edition of the textbook,
and I always make sure to take
one from that account-bound CD
that comes taped to the book.
The worst kind of piracy occurs
between students, where some of
them actually exchange money for
each other’s textbooks.“
Until the sailboats arrive in
the Carribean, it is difficult to
predict if the publisher’s plan will
be successful or not. We at the
Toike Oike attempted to interview
a real-life textbook pirate, but
our news truck was supsequently
plundered and our cameraman
was taken to join the pirate crew.

Scientists Solve Oil Crisis by Cloning
Dinosaurs
large turkey.

Vonnegut

Toike Oike Doppelganger

Dr. Hammond: A turkey?
Okay, try to imagine yourself
in the late 1800’s. You get your
first look at this “large turkey” as
you enter an oil rig. It flows like
a river, bobbing along. You think
this is just a small well, but you
light the spout and it keeps on
burning. Suddenly, kaboom! Now
there are refineries all around
you and before you know it cars,
generators, airplanes, red pand–

A

group of biologists have
developed an advanced
process which may make
oil shortages a thing of the past.
The Toike interviews the head of
this project, Dr. Mick Hammond.
Toike:
Good
afternoon
Professor Hammond. You claim
to have found a solution to the
worldwide oil crisis. Could you
explain what that is?
Dr. Hammond: Dinosaurs,
my dear boy; dinosaurs are the
answer! We’ve found a way to
clone the prehistoric beasts!
Toike: Wow, that’s pretty rad.
I’m not sure I see the practical
application, though.
Dr. Hammond: Allow me to
explain: we grow the dinosaurs,
wait until they die, and then
compress them into precious
fossil fuel. And this all happens
at our state of the art facility:
Mesozoic Park.

Toike: I don’t understand.
Why not just focus on renewable
energy rather than decimating
dinosaurs?
Dr. Hammond: As a species,
humans have never been good
at the whole “pacifism“ deal. I’m
not sure people would even drive
cars if it didn’t involve constantly
exploding dinosaur corpses. My
team of scientists found that the
best way to encourage people to
choose renewable solutions was
to hand them a rifle so they can

hunt for a few barrels themselves.
Toike: So you’re just going
let the dinosaurs loose among
humans? That sounds familiar,
and awesome. How much energy
do the dinosaurs produce?

Toike: That does sound
promising, but most of the fossil
fuels today come from ancient
vegetation,
not
dinosaurs.
Why not plant some trees and
let consumers cut them down
instead? Isn’t that safer?

Dr. Hammond: According
to our calculations, a herd of 600
brontosauruses could produce
about 5 kg of fuel.

Dr. Hammond: Huh. That’s
not a bad solution. Unfortunately,
we already turned on the dinosaur
cloning machine, and it’s reliably
powered by only the purest
veloceraptors. There’s no turning
it off now.

Toike: That doesn’t sound
very efficient. That’s the size of a

Toike: I see... Thank you for
speaking with us, professor.
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Top 4 “Top X” Lists of 2015

Out of This World
Turn-Ons
6 ways you’re using your probe wrong!
Vonnegut

Toike Oike Spelunker

D

your second little mouth and send
them through hyper-space.

o you ever leave your alien
abductee unsatisfied? Are
your mandibles not doing the
job? Try one of these stellar moves.

The Predator Gape
Remove your space helmet, have
your partner sit on your face and she
them who is the deadliest warrior.

ET Quarantine Zone
Get really comfortable and set
the mood. Candles, rose petals,
the whole 9 inches. Then slowly
work your way up to a 2 Volt 6 LED
flashlight up the bum.

Alien Vs. Predator
During an archaeological
expedition on Bouvetøya Island in
Antarctica, a team of archaeologists
and other scientists find themselves
caught up in a battle between the two
legends. Soon, the team realize that
only one species can win.

Total Recall Out My Name
This is more commonly known
on Mars as the double boob job. This
one is physiology-dependent, so you
might have to get creative.
The Alien Surprise
You’re already going down on
your partner, and just as they’re
about to 3-2-1 Blast off! You stick out

The Spock
This is not the ‘live-long and
prosper” shocker. The Vulcans are
a logical race but, unbeknownst to
most, total freaks in the sack. They
top the list by having consensual sex
in the missionary position for the
sole purpose of procreation.

Is Your Sex Life Going
Stale? (Hint: it is.)
Steven Seagull

Toike Oike Moist Correspondent

I

t’s that time of year again, when the
busy holidays and frigid cold weather
can deaden the bedroom. So, here’s
the Toike staff’s top 5 tips to stoke the
dying fire of your libido.
Are We There Yet?
If you’re ever bored during sex, try
playing some tried and true road trip
classics like 20 Questions or I Spy. The
hours will fly and you’ll hear your partner’s
grunting and/or moaning in no time. Or
better yet, just set out on a road trip to get
you really revved up. With good planning,
it’s easy enough to get in the car and set
off on your journey, all while you’re going
at it.
Remember to stay safe though –
condoms and seat belts on at all times.
Whet the Appetite
Fun with food in the bedroom doesn’t
have to stop at orgasm. Spice up your
post-coital conversation with some
appetizing and adorable nicknames.

Sexing It Up for 2015
Harry T. Stickle

Toike Oike Sex Appealer

A

re you trying to increase your sex
appeal this year, but find the gym
a little too tiring? Look no further!
We’ve collected some of the hottest tips
for raising your grade of meat.
Make fun of all the people
working out in January
Losers. They think going to the gym
will burn off all of the food-based regret
of the past year. You’ll turn others on
by accepting the real, out-of-shape you
and moving on. Acceptance is one of the
sexiest qualities, second only to denial.
Keep drinking
Nothing stings like the realization that
you got totally hammered last night, so
why slow down to think about it? Just
keep on drinking and ignore the fact that
your life is a complete shipwreck.
Keep complaining about your ex
Yeah, that girl who left you when you
needed her the most was totally a bitch.
You should probably let everyone know,
otherwise she might make them think
you’re an obnoxious person.
Definitely ask that frosh out
again

Get drunk again and impress your
crush with a BAC level of above 0.12. You
probably won’t get rejected; after all, that
already happened, so what are the odds?
Wear
extensive,
full
body
makeup
If you want to have that unique appeal
of the lady on this issue’s cover or the
blue man group, it’s critical to apply full
body makeup before you go anywhere in
public. It’s like Photoshopping yourself in
real life.
Don’t think about sex
The key to lasting longer in bed
and satisfying your significant other is
completely ignoring them. Next time
you’re doing the deed, just think of how
delicious your grandma’s turkey was
in Christmas. That’ll keep you from
finishing early.
Accept the real you
There’s nothing wrong with the fact
that you’ll never be as sexy as our model
in the cover (or even come close to that),
or marry a hot rich person from another
country, or have rock-hard abs. You have
a lot of qualities which would be valuable
in certain cultures, so go out there and be
the best you you can be, and the second
best you someone else could!

Why not compliment your man’s creamy
confection of spooge cake? If you’ve
been naughty and doing it in a certain
unconventional locations, calling her an
eclair or dairy bar will surely make her
want it up there on the regular.
Poonshine
Ladies, want your significant other
to go down on you more often? Take a
lesson from the ancient Greeks, who knew
that wine is a potent aphrodisiac. Your
ladyparts are a breeding ground for yeast,
so why not put some sugar and crushed
grapes up there and let nature take its
course? When sexytimes come, he’ll be
thirsting for your sweet, intoxicating
vintage. Dionysus would approve.
Rhyme Time
Nothing is sexier than intelligence.
To get your lover in the mood, show your
literary skills and use some rhyming
phrases like “humpus in the rumpus”,
“boopity, boppity, give me the schloppity”,
“jam in the clam”, “pearls for these girls”,
or the age old classic “sticky in the icky”.
Better yet, write some yourself.

Engineering Diet Tips
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Professor Fabricates Results of
Thought Experiment
Academic offence charges and suspension in effect
Olly Swell

Toike Oike Offensive Correspondent

S

tudents
in
Professor
Calden’s quantum physics
course were shocked last
week when he shared a fraudulent
document to the University of
Toronto’s Blackboard website.
The
offending
document
consists of a three page report on
the topography of an “impossible”
cube. After a short introduction
on relevant concepts to the
experiment, it proceeds to make
a series of bold claims about the
object with little substantiation.
“We received a number of
complaints about the experiment,”
said Vice-Dean of Academic
Retribution Milo Richards, “but

we didn’t get suspicious until we
noticed that most of the citations
came from Wikipedia.”
The University has since
launched an investigation into
the professor’s activities, during
which he will not be allowed to
teach normal classes or conduct
research.
Sources report that Professor
Calden did not book any
laboratory space between the time
that he proposed this experiment
and the report’s release.
“I was just trying to clear
some things up for my students,”
said Professor Calden. “I’m just
so confused. Please, this is my
livelihood.”
Calden’s colleagues declined
comment on his current status,

but were willing to comment that
the results of his experiment seem
implausible.
“It’s just disappointing
to
hear,” said an anonymous faculty
member who claims to have
known Calden. “I mean, the report
wasn’t even in IEEE format. ”
Students of Professor Calden’s
courses have been asked to
keep up with readings until a
replacement instructor is found.
Some of them have actually
done so, and reportedly noticed
similarities between his lecture
content and the course textbook.
Whether he plaigiarized from the
text is a matter of speculation at
this time, but it may contribute to
the case against the professor.

toikeoscopes

Aries

Taurus

Gemini

Cancer

Leo

Virgo

You’ll wake up in a pool
of blood tomorrow. Don’t
worry, though, it won’t be
yours.

If you look carefully, you’ll
find that your area is FILLED
WITH HOT HORNY SINGLES
LOOKING TO FUCK

You’ll find you have a lot
more in common with your
peers than you thought.
Even you don’t want to hang
out with yourself anymore.

You’re going to have a heart
attack. The romantic kind,
and also the medical kind.

Luckily, the baby won’t be
yours. I won’t ask why you
needed a paternity test for
an ocelot.

A new year means new
beginnings,
and
new
endings. You should call
your grandparents while
you can.

LIBRA

Scorpio

Sagittarius

Capricorn

Aquarius

PiSCES

Everything will be out of
balance this month.

You’re finally going to find
Jesus. Turns out he was in
heaven the whole time.

You will finally see a doctor
about that crossbow-for-ahand condition you’ve been
struggling with all your life.

You just had holidays and
your birthday, so expect
your family to forget about
you for the next eleven
months.

There’s a party in your parts,
and you might want to get
that checked out.

Fishy fish, make a wish,
if you don’t swim you’ll be
my dish.

Fitting back into those Monday sweats
Steven Seagull

Toike Oike Vending Machine Stocker

W

ith the New Year come
and gone, many of us
will be resolving to
shed some weight gained over the
holidays. Among the latest trends
in dieting is an intense regimen
called the “engineering diet”. You’ll
be impressed by how fast you shed
those extra pounds with these four
exercises!
Five
assignments,
three
midterms
The brain is one of your most
active organs, so with a series of
punishing mental challenges you can
exercise your mind and body at the
same time. With just one week of this
routine, you will have nowhere to go
but up!
Alcoholic beverages
The best hangover cure is also a
miracle detox agent. Not only does it
distract you from hunger, it’s also a
great way to trigger emesis, a natural
process that prevents your body from
absorbing fat, carbs, or nutrients.
Note, experts disagree on some

details about alcohol intake, owing to
all of their test subjects being sloshed
at all hours of the day.
Sleep deprivation
The
longer
you’re
awake
struggling with your assignments
and midterm studying, the longer
you’re burning energy. Do not slack
and hit the hay. Sleeping in is even
worse – your weight might bounce
right back.
Remember, if you can feel your
body becoming a vacant husk, the
routine is working.
Crying (optional)
If you’re really serious about
your dieting, crying is a time-tested
way to purge toxins and feelings of
anxiety and helplessness. If you find
it is not as effective as you would like,
combine with the fetal position or
lying in a puddle of vomit.
The engineering diet follows
a basic 4:2:1 ratio of drinks to
assignments to hours of sleep. Get
ready to burn some fat, and if you
need a spotter just find another deadeyed university student. It should not
be difficult to find one.

That one’s too big, that one’s
too small, I want to eat you
most of all .

Want to join the Toike? Read this Black Box!
Get involved with your friendly neighbourhood Toike Oike! Anyone can join. It doesn’t matter what year, faculty, discipline, or college you’re a
part of; if you can read this then you’re good enough for us.
Are you fairly hilarious? Can you photoshop like a boss? Can you draw or sketch? Do you have an appreciation for humour? Do you have
writing experience and want to try your hand at humour writing? Do people think you’re funny but you’re far too modest to ever admit
that you’re a funny person? Do you have the mad English skills required to pick out our typos and grammar follies?
If you answered “yes” to ANY of the above questions, we could definitely use a person like you!

Head over to www.toike.skule.ca/join and get on the mailing list!
You’ll be automatically notified of any and all upcoming meeting dates, times, and locations.
Meetings are where we work on the Toike. They’re filled with great friends, good times, and tons of free shit like food and BEvERages.
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